Molecular Diagnosis in a Case of Disseminated Adiaspiromycosis due to *Emmonsia crescens*
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Abstract

*Emmonsia crescens* is a saprophytic fungus that is distributed worldwide, mostly causing diseases in rodents. It has also been described, though rarely, as an etiologic agent of pulmonary pathology in humans, potentially leading to death. A case of pulmonary adiaspiromycosis is reported in a 30-year old immunocompetent man. The patient presented with a history of several weeks of weakness, cough, fever and weight-loss of 10 kg. Clinical and radiographic findings showed pulmonary lesions consistent with tuberculosis or histoplasmosis, but no pathogen was found with classical microbiological procedures. The diagnosis of adiaspiromycosis due to *Emmonsia crescens* was initially made using molecular biology techniques. Histological observations subsequently confirmed the presence of adiaspores in granulomas. To our knowledge, this is the first case of adiaspiromycosis diagnosed by PCR and sequencing. The patient was treated with itraconazole and was seen at one month with a symptomatic improvement. Here we will discuss this rare fungal infection, its difficult treatment and diagnosis. As represented in this case, molecular biology is a powerful method to optimize diagnostic tests and therefore improve care of the infected patient.
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Introduction

Adiaspiromycosis is a rare pulmonary infection caused by the dimorphic fungi *Emmonsia* spp. Among this genus, *Emmonsia crescens* (recently renamed *Chrysosporium parvum var. crescens*) is widespread in Europe, whereas *E. parva* (recently renamed *Chrysosporium parvum var. parva*) is mainly found in some xerothermic regions, including parts of the Americas, Central Asia and Africa (2). These saprophytic fungi are most commonly isolated from soil but also from several small mammals such as rodents (2).

The first report of human adiaspiromycosis due to *Emmonsia crescens* was made in France by Doby-Dubois et al. in 1964 (3). Symptomatic cases were subsequently reported, but this fungus has most frequently been found incidentally at autopsy or in biopsy specimens (4, 14, 20). The severity of the disease depends on the amount of inhaled dust-borne spores. For *E. crescens*, these adiaspores of 2µm to 4µm in size, reach the alveoli but fail to germinate in the host, and progressively increase to become giant adiaspores with a diameter of 50µm to 500µm. In a limited inoculum, the patients may be asymptomatic, or the disease may remain very localized, but in heavy inocula the fungus affects both lungs and a reticulonodular infiltrate is present (22). In tissues, the fungus will induce a granulomatous inflammatory reaction, and may lead to pneumonia or fatal respiratory failure (2). Clinically the infection most commonly regresses spontaneously, but may persist and require surgical intervention; the role of antifungals is controversial (1). Until now, only a few fatal cases of disseminated pulmonary infection have been documented, the first one reported in 1989 in a farm worker in Brazil with no prior medical history (12, 15).

Diagnosis of adiaspiromycosis is difficult because the fungus is not easily cultured and there are not yet any reliable serological tests. The gold standard remains histological examination of a biopsy. Pathologists must then recognize large spherules with a trilamellar wall, that can be surrounded by granulomas with or without necrosis or fibrosis. In latter chronic stages, the
fungus may take on different sizes thereby resembling other fungi or inhaled pollen grains or even helminthes, according to some authors (4).

We present a case of disseminated bilateral pulmonary infection in a 30-year-old immunocompetent man caused by *Emmonsia crescens*. Even if the pathology was clinically symptomatic, classical mycological examination as first histological observations were negative. Diagnosis of adiaspiromycosis was first suggested from results of molecular techniques. We report this case in the hope of improving the diagnosis of such rare infections caused by unusual microorganisms.

**Case report**

**Clinical case**

A 30 year-old man was admitted to the Hospital of Metz on the May 21st, 2008 with a two week history of unproductive cough, fever at 39°C, progressive dyspnea, thoracic pain, generalized weakness and a weight loss of 10 kg in one month. The chest radiography revealed diffuse bilateral interstitial pneumonia with a micronodular pattern (Figure 1). Computerized tomography of the chest (high resolution CT) showed disseminated pulmonary nodules (Figure 2). The peripheral blood leukocytes count was 12 G/L with 76% neutrophils and 14% lymphocytes. Bronchoalveolar lavage showed 13 330 leucocytes/µL with 1333 lymphocytes (CD4/CD8=1.25). The CRP was increased to 287 mg/L but no other abnormalities were found.

Based on the clinical symptoms and radiological features, the main differential diagnosis were tuberculosis or histoplasmosis as the patient had travelled several months and years earlier in endemic areas. Other non infectious hypothesis were also suspected as lymphoma or sarcoidosis based on the clinical and biological features with an important alteration of the
patient status associated to polyadenopathies. All these hypothesis were then excluded by corresponding analyses.

**Diagnostic procedures**

Direct examination and bacterial and mycological cultures of a bronchoalveolar lavage sample were negative. Serological tests for *Histoplasma capsulatum* were performed at the Pasteur Institut of Paris and revealed negative immunodiffusion. The BAL sample was sent to the Mycology Unit of the Nancy Hospital for further investigation. The BAL was microscopically re-examined with black chlorazol and any fungal elements were visualized. Cultures of the sample on Sabouraud agar containing cycloheximide (0.5 mg/ml) at 30°C and 37°C yielded no growth.

**Molecular biology studies**

In order to exclude or assess the diagnosis of histoplasmosis, a panfungal PCR amplification was performed on the BAL by using previously designed primers His3 and His4. Genomic DNA was first extracted from the BAL by using the High Pure PCR Template Preparation Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Roche Diagnostics, France). The primer His3, 5’-GTCGTAACAAGGTTTCCGTAG-3’, was located at the end of 18S at position 9 to 29 according to the sequence of *Histoplasma capsulatum* U18363 whereas His4, 5’-AGCGGCTATCCCTACCTGAT-3’, was located at the beginning of 28S at position 601 to 620 according to the same reference.

The PCR assay was performed in a 50 µl reaction volume containing 2 U of FastStart Taq Polymerase (Roche Diagnostics, France), 5 µl of 10X PCR Buffer-MgCl₂ (20mM), 20 pmoles of each primer, 200 µM of dATP, dGTP, dTTP and dCTP and 5µl of DNA. The PCR was run in a iCycler IQ Thermal cycler (Biorad, France) under the following conditions:
initial denaturation of DNA at 94°C for 3 min, followed by 30 cycles at 94°C for 1 min, 58°C for 40 s, and 72°C for 1 min. These steps were followed by an additional 5 min extension step at 72°C. Five microliters of PCR product were electrophoresed in a 2% agarose gel in the presence of ethidium bromide and visualized under UV light. The expected PCR product size was 613 bp. As the band obtained was extremely faint, a re-amplification of the product was performed by using the same primers in order to improve the signal. The BigDye® Terminator v1.1. Cycle Sequencing Kit was then used to sequence the two strands of the obtained amplified DNA with the PCR primers according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Applied Biosystems, France). Products of sequencing were analyzed on an automated sequencer ABI Prism® 3100 Genetic Analyzer. The Blast analysis revealed that the sequences corresponded to the fungus Emmonsia crescens with a 100% identity on 510 nucleotides. The ITS1, 5.8S and ITS2 resulting partial sequences appear in Genbank under the accession number FJ214160.

A transbronchial biopsy and a tracheal aspiration were then performed in order to confirm the diagnosis of adiaspiromycosis due to Emmonsia crescens. DNA of the biological samples were extracted as previously described and successfully amplified. Sequence analysis confirmed the presence of the DNA of Emmonsia crescens in both samples. Three types of pulmonary samples were examined for this patient: BAL, a tracheal aspiration and a transbronchial biopsy. Specific amplifications were successful with all of these samples with an increase in the intensity of the amplicons (Figure 3).

Histopathological findings

Some transbronchial biopsy samples were fixed in buffered formalin and included in paraffin. Sections of 4µm were stained with Haematoxylin and Eosin (HE), Periodic Acid Schiff (PAS) and Gomori-Grocott-methamine silver (GMS). Microscopically, empty granulomas were seen
in some of the HE and PAS sections. Multiple deeper sections were needed to reveal the organism. Finally, adiaspores ranging in size from about 50 µm to 100 µm with a thick wall that was highly PAS positive were observed within some granulomas (Figure 4A, B). Most frequently the fungus was observed in the center of the granuloma. The shape of the adiaspores was generally round or ovoid but in some cases the walls of the spherules collapsed forming elliptical shapes (Figure 4C). Some of the sections showed a granulovacuolar material contained in the adiaspores (Figure 4D).

**Treatment and outcome**

After confirmation of the diagnosis of adiaspiromycosis, an antifungal treatment with oral itraconazole (200 mg/day) was started on June 10th. The patient was discharged on June 20th and was seen one month later; his respiratory status had improved and a new chest radiography showed stability of the pulmonary lesions.
DISCUSSION

*Emmonsia crescens* is a saprophytic dimorphic fungus that has been reported worldwide in several mammalian species, most commonly small rodents, but also otters (19), ground squirrels (10), goats (8), dogs (9), hedgehogs (17), raccoons (6), horses (16), beavers (13) and other species. Despite its occurrence in animals throughout the world, this fungus has received little attention because it rarely affects humans. Nevertheless, *Emmonsia crescens* has been found to cause pulmonary infections and disseminated diseases leading to the death (12, 15). We report a case of disseminated adiaspiromycosis with a severe clinical manifestation. The identification of the pathogen *Emmonsia crescens* was first hypothesized using molecular techniques. To our knowledge, this is the first human case of disseminated adiaspiromycosis diagnosed by molecular biology. Diagnosis of adiaspiromycosis relies on the identification of the fungus in a pulmonary specimen by histological studies. Nevertheless, since this mycosis is rare and often unknown by clinicians, biopsy is not systematically be performed. In our case, direct examination and mycological cultures of biological samples were negative. The preliminary diagnosis of adiaspiromycosis was made on the basis of molecular biology results after sequencing of an amplicon obtained from the BAL specimen. A transbronchial biopsy was then performed in order to assess this hypothesis but the first histological features only revealed granulomas. This observation would not have been linked to a fungal infection if the nucleotidic sequence analyses had not clearly indicated the presence of *Emmonsia crescens*. Subsequently, pathologists detected adiaspores in granulomas in serial sections. Cultures of biological specimens were kept on mycological media for more than one month but yielded no growth. This case emphasizes the importance of using molecular techniques to identify pathogens that can be misdiagnosed with classic methods.
Some of the patients reported in the literature had diverse pulmonary disorders, including emphysema, tuberculosis, aspergillosis or were immunocompromised, while others were healthy (3-5). In the case presented here, the patient had previously been in excellent health with no pulmonary symptoms and was a non-smoker. Many of the reported cases were related to outdoor activities and patients were therefore at risk of exposure to dust containing spores (1, 14). The patient’s history revealed that he became sick a few weeks after having played in the surroundings of an animal burrow, which may have played a role of reservoir for *Emmonsia crescens*. In this environment he could have inhaled a large amount of dust containing fungal spores. Further investigations would have been necessary to confirm this source of the contamination.

A therapeutic strategy for adiaspiromycosis has not been yet clearly established (11, 14, 18, 21). Most of the time patients with disseminated adiaspiromycosis have recovered without treatment (4). As adiaspiromycosis has been reported to be fatal and our patient showed severe diffuse and bilateral pulmonary infiltration, he was treated with itraconazole. Improvement in the patient’s condition was observed after one month, but we can not assess if it was due to the antifungal treatment.

The ability to control such rare infections is largely dependent on the diagnosis of the etiological agents. In the present report, classical techniques used in microbiology failed to detect the fungus. After the first identification of the pathogen by molecular techniques in BAL, a tracheal aspiration and a transbronchial biopsy were performed and analyzed. The intensity of the amplicons was higher with the deepest sample. This emphasizes the importance of obtaining the deepest sample to improve diagnosis when any microorganism has previously been found, despite acute and noisy symptoms. Molecular biology has the potential to optimize the way in which diagnostic tests are carried out and therefore to improve care of the infected patient.
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Figures legends

**Figure 1. Chest radiography.**

The chest radiography revealed a miliary suggestive of tuberculosis.

**Figure 2. High-resolution CT of thorax.**

A diffuse interstitial is shown with a micronodular infiltrate in the whole lung.

**Figure 3. Amplification patterns of DNA extracted from pulmonary samples of a patient suffering from adiaspiromycosis**

lane 1: 100-bp ladder, lane 2: negative control (water), lane 3: BAL sample, lane 4: tracheal aspiration, lane 5: transbronchial biopsy, lane 6: positive control (DNA of *Histoplasma capsulatum*).

**Figure 4. Histopathology of adiaspiromycosis**

A and B: Pulmonary fibrocellular and necrotizing granuloma containing one thick walled adiaspore of *Emmonsia crescens* (PAS)

C: degenerated adiaspore (HE). D: An adiaspore with “honeycomb-like” appearance of cytoplasm (HE).
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